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	Principles of Metal Manufacturing Processes, 9780340731628 (0340731621), Butterworth-Heinemann, 1999
'Successful manufacturing depends on detailed knowledge of the processing of the materials involved. This highly illustrated book provides that knowledge.'
Engineering Designer, April 2001

'the book includes several useful, well done case studies, good example problems and good assessment problems, for which a solution manual is available'. International Journal of Production Research, Vol. 39, 2001    

       Metals are still the most widely used structural materials in the manufacture of products and structures. Their properties are extremely dependent on the processes they undergo to form the final product. Successful manufacturing therefore depends on a detailed knowledge of the processing of the materials involved. This highly illustrated book provides that knowledge.

Metal processing is a technical subject requiring a quantitative approach. This book illustrates this approach with real case studies derived from industry.

* Real industrial case studies
* Quantitative approach
* Challenging student problems    

       Metal processing is a technical subject requiring a quantitative approach. This book illustrates this approach with real case studies derived from industry.    

       About the Author
   
Both at Carleton University, Canada
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Visual C#: .Net Developer's Handbook with CDROMSybex, 2002
Visual C# .NET Developer's Handbook offers advanced, practical, and comprehensive coverage of major development issues for the hottest new programming language. Well-known programming author John Mueller starts out with expert advice for building complex desktop applications and moves on to major enterprise topics, such as working with Acive...

		

Death before Birth: Fetal Health and Mortality in Historical PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2009

	Considering its importance, the history of fetal health and mortality remains a neglected area. Medical historians have tended to focus on maternal mortality and professional conflicts between midwives rather than on the unborn, while among the social scientists demographers and epidemiologists have until recently devoted most of their...


		

Pro SQL Server 2008 ReplicationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Replication is for MS database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2008. This book will also cover advanced topics like replication with heterogeneous databases, backup and recovery of replicated databases, database mirroring with...




	

Computer Systems Design and ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 1996

	The computer ushers us into the information age. Born a mere fifty years ago, it now exerts a profound influence on almost every facet of our lives. What is the nature of this machine? How does it work inside? How is it programmed internally? What are the nature of its connections to the outside world? These are the questions that this book...


		

Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 recipes for the administration and management of Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2012 SP1


	Overview

	
		Create, deploy, and manage Datacentres, Private and Hybrid Clouds with hybrid hypervisors by using VMM 2012 SP1, App Controller, and Operations Manager.
	
		Integrate and...



		

Bose-Einstein Condensation (The International Series of Monographs on Physics)Oxford University Press, 2003

	This book is an introductory text to the physics of Bose-Einstein condensation. This phenomenon, first predicted by Einstein in 1925 has been realized experimentally in 1995 in a remarkable series of experiments whose importance has been recognized by the award of the 2001 Nobel Prize in Physics. The condensate is actually a new state of...
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